Installation Template for E240-40, E240-50 Dead Lock Case

Please read this Template and the Trim set Installation menu carefully before drilling and mortising the door.

Face bore
Edge bore
Mill 3/32" (2mm) deep

Door thickness
1-3/8"
1-3/4"
2-1/4"

Mounting screw
Strike
Dia 5/8"

E240-40 Drill minimum 2-3/4" (70mm) deep
E240-50 Drill minimum 3-1/8" (80mm) deep

dia 3/4"
Cylinder hole
Drill only if you have cylinder or T turn this side

Backset 1-9/16" (40mm)
Backset 2" (50mm)

Fold here, attach to the door at desire height. Mark the position of necessary holes for Face and Edge bores.
Please read this Template and the Trim set Installation menu carefully before drilling and mortising the door.

**Installation Template for E240-40, E240-50 Dead Lock Case**

- **Door thickness**: 1-3/8" to 2-1/4" deep
- **E240-40 Drill minimum**: 2-3/4" (70mm) deep
- **E240-50 Drill minimum**: 3-1/8" (80mm) deep
- **Dia 3/4" Cylinder hole**: Drill only if you have cylinder or T turn this side
- **Backset**: 1-9/16" (40mm), 2" (50mm)

Fold here, attach to the door at desire height. Mark the position of necessary holes for Face and Edge bores.